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Welcome to the home of 
expedition micro-cruises

Travel to the remote parts of the Arctic 
on a private small ship voyage with just 
12 passengers.

Created by a team of passionate 
explorers and conservationists to make 
Arctic adventures more personal, more 
sustainable, and with a lower impact on 
the planet.



experiential travel led by veteran expedition leaders

explore areas that are otherwise inaccessible

bringing you closer to nature

with a lower impact on wildlife 
and the environment



Private Expeditions
Design your own custom expedition to 

explore the Arctic

Individuals
Join a small group of 12 fellow 

adventurers to explore the Arctic

Be a part of a real adventure.



About Secret Atlas
Secret Atlas is the home of small ship voyages that explore the 
world’s most remote locations in the Arctic, including Svalbard, 
Greenland, and Antarctica. Created by veteran explorers devoted to 
sustainability and slow travel, the bespoke small group adventures of 
Secret Atlas provide voyagers a truly experiential view of nature, 
while minimizing the impact on wildlife and the environment. Secret 
Atlas specializes in highly customizable expedition micro-cruises, 
photo tours, and luxury voyages aboard a fully staffed private vessel 
that can accommodate up to twelve guests. For those in search of 
the adventure of a lifetime, Secret Atlas delivers a transformational 
travel experience that revives the lost spirit of exploration.

Learn more at www.secretatlastravel.com

http://www.secretatlastravel.com




Private, custom-tailored voyages 
aboard robust and adventure 
vessels that include a full crew, 
meals prepared onboard by a chef, 
and veteran expedition leaders.

Additional vessel features:
➢ Equipped with 2 zodiacs for shore 

landings
➢ Large deck space for photography
➢ Equipped with full safety gear
➢ Icebreaker with highest ice class for 

travel in the polar regions
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Step aboard a classic luxury 
expedition vessel for the adventure
of a lifetime

Vessel interior features:
➢ Spacious cabins with en-suite bathrooms, 

including an owner’s suite
➢ Elegant mahogany paneled interior with 

dining area, full bar, card table, and library
➢ Sauna with cold shower + changing room
➢ All meals prepared on-board by private 

chef
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“These small vessels can access spectacular narrow waterways to spot polar 
bears, Arctic fox, sea birds and more in their natural habitat”

“The slow travel trend is here to stay.”

“On Secret Atlas expeditions, a morning excursion in a Zodiac raft may take 
guests up close to glaciers or seabird rookeries or to explore the remains of early 

human settlements … they’ve never run a Svalbard cruise where they haven’t 
spotted polar bears.”

|  IN THE MEDIA
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ICELAND
Iceland Explorer: The Land of Fire and Ice 
Bespoke Private Expedition

Experience Iceland’s untamed wilderness from the 
safety of your own private luxury expedition yacht for 
up to 12 guests. 

➢ Explore Iceland’s remote scenic West Fjords 
on a luxury expedition yacht with sauna

➢ Use the Zodiac landing crafts to  hike ashore 
in the stunning natural wilderness of 
Hornstrandir nature reserve

➢ Enjoy volcanic hot springs

➢ Visit remote fishing villages

➢ Optional visit Fagradalsfjall, Iceland’s newest 
active volcano

GREENLAND
East Greenland: The Forbidden Coast 
Private Expedition

Experience a truly authentic wilderness expedition to 
explore the seldom visited coast of East Greenland 
on a safe, luxury expedition yacht  

➢ Cross the Denmark Strait to reach the 
virtually uninhabited east coast of Greenland

➢ Explore Scoresby Sound, the longest fjord 
system on earth, with mystical scenery 
featuring cathedral-sized icebergs

➢ Visit remote Greenland settlements

➢ Use the Zodiac landing crafts to explore and 
hike ashore
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Michele 
D’Agostino
Co-founder
An avid high latitude sailor 
and explorer, Michele 
co-founded Secret Atlas to 
bring the small group 
expedition experience to 
the Arctic.

Andy Marsh
Co-founder
A passionate traveler and 
explorer of remote places, 
Andy co-founded Secret 
Atlas to share his love of 
the wilderness in a low 
impact and intimate way.

Secret Atlas: The Origins
Secret Atlas was created by two veteran explorers and 
adventure-seekers with a deep passion for slow travel to 
remote destinations. 
 
It was on a sailing expedition from the UK to Scoresby Sund 
in East Greenland where Andy Marsh met Michele 
D’Agostino. They instantly bonded over the transformational 
travel experience they were sharing, and their attraction to 
the great beauty of the polar regions. The two began to 
ponder ways that the expedition could be improved: smaller 
group travel sizes, working with local guides in local 
communities, and getting closer to wildlife could provide a 
much richer, more personalized experience. It was important 
to both Marsh and D’Agostino that travel be mindful of ways 
to minimize the impact on the natural environment and 
fragile ecosystems – conservation and education should also 
be a cornerstone of the travel experience. The two became 
fascinated with the concept of developing sustainable, small 
group voyages that specialize in remote, hard to access 
locations that avoid mainstream travel destinations. By the 
time they had returned home from their sailing expedition, 
Secret Atlas was born.

|  THE FOUNDERS



“The mission of Secret Atlas is to deliver 
an outstanding voyage to our guests, 
imparting them with a once in a lifetime 
experience”

ANDY MARSH
Co-founder, Secret Atlas

“We live in a fast-paced world, and we are 
forgetting how to live in close contact with 
nature and the elements, we are forgetting 
how to live adventures … we created Secret 
Atlas to revive the lost spirit of exploration.”

MICHELE D’AGOSTINO
Co-founder, Secret Atlas
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